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Abstract
Multidimensional continuous-time Markov jump processes (Z(t)) on Zp form a
usual set-up for modeling SIR-like epidemics. However, when facing incomplete epi-
demic data, inference based on (Z(t)) is not easy to be achieved. Here, we start build-
ing a new framework for the estimation of key parameters of epidemic models based
on statistics of diffusion processes approximating (Z(t)). First, previous results on
the approximation of density-dependent SIR-like models by diffusion processes with
small diffusion coefficient 1√N , where N is the population size, are generalized to non-
autonomous systems. Second, our previous inference results on discretely observed
diffusion processes with small diffusion coefficient are extended to time-dependent
diffusions. Consistent and asymptotically Gaussian estimates are obtained for a fixed
number n of observations, which corresponds to the epidemic context, and for N → ∞.
A correction term, which yields better estimates non asymptotically, is also included.
Finally, performances and robustness of our estimators with respect to various param-
eters such as R0 (the basic reproduction number), N, n are investigated on simulations.
Two models, SIR and SIRS, corresponding to single and recurrent outbreaks, respec-
tively, are used to simulate data. The findings indicate that our estimators have good
asymptotic properties and behave noticeably well for realistic numbers of observations
and population sizes. This study lays the foundations of a generic inference method
currently under extension to incompletely observed epidemic data. Indeed, contrary
to the majority of current inference techniques for partially observed processes, which
necessitates computer intensive simulations, our method being mostly an analytical
approach requires only the classical optimization steps.
1
1 Introduction
Mathematical modeling of epidemic spread and estimation of key parameters from data
provided much insight in the understanding of public health problems related to infectious
diseases. Classically, an epidemic dynamics in closed population of size N is described
by the SIR model (Susceptible-Infectious-Removed from the infectious chain), where each
individual can find himself at a given time in one of these three mutually exclusive health
states. Systems with larger dimensionality can be obtained if the description of the epidemic
dynamics is refined (Keeling and Rohani [2011]). One of the most natural representations
of the SIR model is a bidimensional continuous-time Markov jump process. Given that
R(t) = N−S(t)− I(t) ∀t, we can define Z(t) = (S(t), I(t)) with initial state Z(0) = (S0, I0)
and transitions (S, I)
λ
N SI−→ (S−1, I+1) and (S, I) γI−→ (S, I−1), where λ is the transmission
rate and γ = 1/d is the recovery rate or the inverse of the mean infection duration d. Beyond
this process, the successive transitions of individuals between states were described in vari-
ous mathematical frameworks: ODE/PDE (Diekmann and Heesterbeek [2000]); difference
equations and continuous or discrete-time stochastic processes (Daley and Gani [2001];
Diekmann et al [2012]), such as point processes, renewal processes, branching processes,
diffusion processes.
These models are naturally parametric and allow estimating key parameters (such as trans-
mission rate, mean sojourn time in the infectious state, extinction probability) through
likelihood-based or M-estimation methods sometimes coupled to Bayesian methods (Andersson and Britton
[2000]). Due to the fact that epidemic data are most often partially observed (e.g. infec-
tious and recovery dates are not observed for all individuals recorded in the surveillance
system, not all the infectious individuals are reported) and also temporally and/or spatially
aggregated, estimation through likelihood-based approaches is rarely straightforward, what-
ever the mathematical representation used. Various methods were developed during the
last years to overcome this problem, data augmentation methods and likelihood-free meth-
ods being those which generated the keenest interest (Breto et al [2009]; McKinley et al
[2009]). Although these methods allow considering different patterns of missingness, they
do not provide a definitive solution to the statistical inference from epidemic data. Indeed,
in practice there are some limitations due to the amount of augmented data and to the adjust-
ment of the numerous tuning parameters (Andersson and Britton [2000]; see also O’Neill
[2010] for a short review of available statistical methods for relating models to data and for
future challenges). Moreover, identifiability related issues are rarely addressed.
In this context, diffusion processes, which provide good approximations of epidemic dy-
namics (see e.g. Fuchs [2013]; Ross et al [2009]), allow shedding new light on infer-
ence related problems of epidemic data due to their analytical power. The normalization
of the SIR Markov jump process (Z(t)) by N asymptotically leads to an ODE system
x(t) = (s(t), i(t)) with s(0) = 1− I(0)/N, i(0) = I(0)/N and ds(t)/dt = −λ s(t)i(t) and
di(t)/dt = λ s(t)i(t)− γi(t). Before passing to the limit, one can describe the epidemic
dynamics through a bidimensional diffusion with a small diffusion coefficient proportional
to 1/
√
N. On the statistical side, we can consider as a first approximation that epidemic
data correspond to low frequency data (i.e. a fixed number of observations n) observed on
a fixed interval [0,T ]. Although this is an optimistic view of field data which are most often
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incomplete and incorporate observational errors, it lays the foundations of further investi-
gations in more realistic contexts.
Historically, statistics for diffusions were developed for continuously observed processes
which renders possible getting an explicit formulation of the likelihood (Kutoyants [1984];
Lipster and Shiryaev [2001]). As mentioned above, in practice, epidemic data are not
continuous, but partial, with various mechanisms underlying the missingness and leading
to intractable likelihoods: trajectories can be discretely observed with a sampling inter-
val (low frequency or high frequency observations, i.e. n → ∞); discrete observations
can correspond to integrated processes; some coordinates can be unobserved. Since the
nineties, statistical methods associated to the first two types of data have been developed
(e.g. Genon-Catalot and Jacod [1993]; Kessler [2000]; Genon-Catalot et al [2000]; Gloter
[2001]). Recently proposed approaches for multidimensional diffusions are based on the
filtering theory (Genon-Catalot and Lare´do [2006]; Fearnhead et al [2008]). Concerning
diffusions with small diffusion coefficient from discrete observations, the asymptotic prop-
erties of estimators were largely studied over the two last decades (e.g. Lare´do [1990];
Genon-Catalot [1990]; Genon-Catalot et al [2002]; Sørensen and Uchida [2003]; Gloter and Sørensen
[2009]) in various contexts (uni- and multidimensional cases, observations sampled at low
and high frequency, discrete sampling of the state space). In this framework, it is important
to distinguish drift parameters and diffusion parameters, because they are not estimated at
the same rate. In a recent work (Guy et al [2014]), we studied multidimensional diffusion
with small variance, for discrete observations on both components of the system approx-
imating (Z(t)). We provided minimum contrast estimators with good properties for both
high and low-frequency observations on a fixed time interval [0,T ].
In this paper, we propose first, based on the results of Ethier and Kurtz [2005], a generic
and rigorous method to construct multidimensional diffusion processes with small variance
as mathematical representations of epidemic dynamics, by approximating a Markov jump
process (Section 2). The approach of Ethier and Kurtz [2005] is extended to general den-
sity time-dependent Markov processes (Section 2.4). The second and main result is a new
inference method for the parameters of the diffusion process obtained in Section 2, dis-
cretely observed (fixed n) on a fixed time interval and for the special case where the same
parameters are in the diffusion and drift terms. Building on the results of Guy et al [2014],
we elaborate a new contrast based on the Gaussian approximation of the diffusion process
(Section 3). In addition to consistent and asymptotically Gaussian minimum contrast esti-
mators obtained for fixed n (which corresponds to the epidemic context) and for N → ∞,
the correction term we introduce in the new contrast allows yielding better estimates non
asymptotically. We also extent the results of Guy et al [2014] to time-dependent diffusions.
Finally, the accuracy of these estimators is explored on simulated epidemic data (Section
4) for single outbreaks (SIR) and for recurrent epidemics (non autonomous SIRS, i.e. with
seasonal forcing in transmission). The case of discrete observations of all the coordinates
that we investigate in this study also provides a best case scenario to correctly assess the
performances of the inference method for incomplete (in time and state space) data in fur-
ther research. More generally, our study lays the foundations of the inference approach
based on partially observed integrated diffusions that we are currently investigating (short
discussion in Section 5).
3
2 Construction of the diffusion approximation of epidemic
models
In this section we present the generic procedure for building the diffusion approximation
of a density dependent jump Markov process (Z(t)) in Zp as proposed in Ethier and Kurtz
[2005]. Then, we derive it for two SIR-like epidemic models and extend it to general den-
sity time-dependent Markov processes. A first normalization, corresponding to a law of
large numbers, provides the convergence of (Z(t)) to a deterministic limit x(t), solution of
an ordinary differential equation. Then, centering (Z(t)), a central limit theorem yields that
the process
√
N(Z(t)N − x(t)) is approximated either by a Gaussian process (Van Kampen
[1992]) or by a diffusion process, these two approximations being essentially equivalent
processes at least on fixed time intervals (see Ethier and Kurtz [2005] Chapter 11, Section
2.3).
In fact, the diffusion approximation possesses a small diffusion coefficient proportional to
N−1/2 and the Gaussian process comes from large deviations and corresponds to the first
two terms of the diffusion expansion (see Azencott [1982]; Freidlin and Wentzell [1978]).
We chose here the diffusion approximation, as our theoretical results supporting the estima-
tion of epidemic model parameters are built on it (but they are still valid for the Gaussian
approximation of the Markov jump process).
2.1 A different representation of Markov jump processes (Ethier and
Kurtz, 2005)
A multidimensional Markov jump process (Z(t), t ≥ 0) with state space E ⊂ Zp is usually
described by an initial distribution λ (.) on E, and a collection of non negative functions
(αl(.) : E → R+) indexed by l ∈ Zp, l 6= (0, . . . ,0) that satisfy,
∀k ∈ E, 0 < ∑
l∈Zp
αl(k) = α(k)< ∞. (1)
These functions represent the transition intensities of (Z(t)) by setting the transition rates
from k to k+ l,
qk,k+l = αl(k). (2)
The collection (αl(k))l is associated to all the possible jumps from state k, and the time
spent in this state is exponentially distributed with parameter α(k). The transition proba-
bilities of the embedded Markov chain (Cm) are, for k and k+ l ∈ E, P(Cm+1 = k+ l|Cm =
k) = αl(k)/α(k).
The generator A of the Markov jump process (Z(t), t ≥ 0) is defined on the set of real
measurable and bounded functions f on (E,B(E)) and writes,
A f (k) = ∑
l∈Zp
αl(k)( f (k+ l)− f (k)) = α(k) ∑
l∈Zp
( f (k+ l)− f (k))αl(k)
α(k) . (3)
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Following Chapter 6 Section 4 of Ethier and Kurtz [2005], there is another useful expres-
sion based on Poisson processes for Z(t). Let (Pl(.)) be a family of independent Poisson
processes with rate 1, indexed by l ∈ Zp, independent of Z(0). After applying to each Pl(.)
a random time change based on αl(.), Z(t) can be expressed as,
Z(t) = Z(0)+ ∑
l∈Zp
l Pl
(∫ t
0
αl(Z(u))du
)
. (4)
This new expression of the jump process Z(t), obtained by proving the equality of the
two infinitesimal generators associated to each representation, is very powerful to evaluate
distances between trajectories of processes, and consequently to establish approximation
results. All technical details are provided in Appendix 6.1.
Remark 1 From the point of view of simulation algorithms for epidemic dynamics, the
classical representation based on transition rates (2) relates to the algorithm of Gillespie
[1977], whereas the time changed Poisson representation (4) corresponds to the more gen-
eral scheme of Sellke [1983] (typically for non exponential distributions of the infectious
period).
2.2 The generic approach for the diffusion approximation
Let us now consider density dependent Markov jump processes on Zp. The Markov pro-
cess Z(t) has state space E = {0, . . . ,N}p, where N (fixed parameter) represents the total
population size, transition rates qk,k+l = αl(k) and jumps l in E− = {−N, . . . ,N}p such
that k,k+ l ∈ E, l 6= {0}p.
For l ∈ Zp or y ∈ Rp with components yi, denote by tl and ty the transpositions of l and y
respectively, and by [y] the vector of Zp with components [yi], where [yi] is the integer part
of yi.
In order to describe the behavior of Z(t) for large N, we assume,
(H1): ∀l ∈ E−, ∀y ∈ [0,1]p 1N αl([Ny]) −→N→+∞ βl(y),
(H2): ∀l ∈ E−, βl ∈C2([0,1]p).
These assumptions ensure that the Markov jump process is a density dependent process
(H1) with asymptotic regularity properties for its transition rates (H2). Note that for density
dependent processes, the collection of functions αl and βl is finite and the condition α(k)<
∞ of (1) is satisfied; for more general processes, additional assumptions on βl similar to (1)
are required.
From the original jump process (Z(t)) on E = {0, . . . ,N}p, we consider the normalized
jump Markov process (ZN(t)= Z(t)N ) on EN = {N−1k, k∈E}. It satisfies, using (2), ZN(0)=
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Z(0)
N and for y,y+ z ∈ EN ,
qNy,y+z = αNz(Ny) ; AN f (y) = ∑
l∈E−
αl(Ny)( f (y+ lN )− f (y)). (5)
The time changed Poisson process representation (4) is
ZN(t) = ZN(0)+ ∑
l∈E−
l
N
Pl
(∫ t
0
αl(NZN(u))du
)
. (6)
In order to build approximation processes from (ZN(t)), the first step is to assess the mean
behavior of ZN(t) as N → +∞ (which yields a sort of “law of large numbers” for ZN)
and the second step consists in specifying what happens around the mean (”Central Limit
Theorem”). Heuristically, this can be obtained either by expanding in Taylor series the
generator AN of ZN or by studying the paths (ZN(t)) by means of expression (6). We
sketch below the two perspectives for the behavior both at the mean and around it.
First, to study ZN(t) at its mean, let us define the the two functions bN and b : [0,1]p → Rp
by
bN(y) = ∑
l∈E−
l
N
αl(Ny) and b(y) = ∑
l∈E−
lβl(y). (7)
Under (H1), bN(.) converges to b(.) uniformly on [0,1]p.
Using definitions (5) and (7), the generator AN of ZN writes, for y ∈ EN , f (.) ∈ C1(Rp)
with gradient ∇ f (y) and l = t(l1, . . . , lp),
AN f (y) = ∑
l∈E−
αl(Ny)
(
f (y+ l
N
)− f (y)− 1
N ∑i=1,...,p li
∂ f
∂yi
(y)
)
+bN(y).∇ f (y).
Under (H1), the first term of AN f (y) goes to 0, and the second term converges using (7)
to b(y).∇ f (y). Therefore, as N → ∞, (ZN(t)) converges in distribution to the process with
generator A f (y) = b(y).∇ f (y). The function b inherits the regularity properties of βl , so
b is Lipschitz by (H2) and the ODE (8) has a unique well defined regular solution x(t)
satisfying
x(t) = x0 +
∫ t
0
b(x(u))du. (8)
Besides, a stronger result holds for (ZN(.)) (i.e. ”law of large numbers”).
If ZN(0) −→
N→+∞
x0, then, under (H1)-(H2),
∀t ≥ 0, lim
N→∞
sup
u≤t
‖ ZN(u)− x(u) ‖= 0 a.s. (9)
Second, to specify the asymptotic behavior of the process (ZN(t)) around its deterministic
limit x(t), we have to pursue our approach for the mean by either expanding further AN ,
or by setting a “Central Limit Theorem” for (ZN(t)). The two approaches lead to different
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approximations. Indeed, the first one leads to a diffusion process XN(t), whereas the second
approach developed in Chapter 11, Section 2 of Ethier and Kurtz [2005] consists in studying
the process
√
N(ZN(t)− x(t)) based on the expression (6) of ZN(.) in the specific case of
transition rates αl(.) such that
∀l ∈ E−, ∀y ∈ [0,1]p, ∀N, 1
N
αl([Ny]) = βl(y). (10)
Let us define the two p× p positive symmetric matrices ΣN and Σ from the (αl)l∈E− and
(βl)l∈E− families.
ΣN(y) =
1
N ∑l∈E−αl(y)l
tl and Σ(y) = ∑
l∈E−
βl(y)l tl. (11)
Expanding in Taylor series AN f (y) yields, using (7) and (11), for f ∈C2(Rp,R),
AN f (y) = ∑
l∈E−
αl(Ny)
(
f (y+ l
N
)− f (y)− 1
N
d
∑
i=1
li
∂ f
∂yi
(y)− 1
2N2
p
∑
i, j=1
lil j
∂ 2 f
∂yi∂y j
(y)
)
+b(y).∇ f (y)+ 1
2N
p
∑
i, j=1
Σi j(y)
∂ 2 f
∂yi∂y j
(y)
+(bN(y)−b(y)).∇ f (y)+ 12N
( p
∑
i, j=1
(ΣN −Σ)i j(y) ∂
2 f
∂yi∂y j
(y)
)
.
Heuristically, the first term of AN f (y) is of O(1/N2), the second term corresponds to the
ODE; the second and third terms correspond to the generator of a p-dimensional diffusion
process (XN(t)) with drift function b(y) defined in (7) and diffusion matrix Σ(y) defined
in (11). Under (H1), the last term of AN f (y) is of order o( 1N ). An additional assumption
on the αl is required to ensure that the remaining term (bN(y)−b(y)).∇ f (y) is also o( 1N ).
Let us define more precisely the diffusion XN. Let (B(t)t≥0) be a p-dimensional standard
Brownian motion on a probability space P = (Ω,(Ft)t≥0,P). Assume that ZN(0) is F0-
measurable, then XN will be the solution of the stochastic differential equation,
dXN(t) = b(XN(t)) dt +
1√
N
σ(XN(t))dB(t); XN(0) = ZN(0), (12)
where σ(y) is a p× p matrix satisfying σ(y)tσ(y) = Σ(y).
This is a Markov process with generator BN such that, for f ∈C2(Rp),
BN f (y) = 12N
p
∑
i, j=1
Σi j(y)
∂ 2 f
∂yi∂y j
(y)+b(y).∇ f (y).
The two generators AN and BN satisfy ‖ AN f −BN f ‖= o(1/N), which suggests the ap-
proximation of (ZN(.)) by (XN(.)).
Let us now briefly recall the results of Ethier and Kurtz [2005] (Theorem 1, Chapter 11,
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Section 3) concerning YN(t) =
√
N(ZN(t)− x(t)). For this, define Φ(t,u), the resolvent
matrix of the “linearized” ODE satisfied by x(.), where ∇b(y) denotes the p× p matrix
( ∂bi∂y j (y):
dΦ
dt (t,u) = ∇b(x(t))Φ(t,u) ; Φ(u,u) = Ip. (13)
Then, for transition rates satisfying (10), Ethier and Kurtz [2005] use the Poisson decompo-
sition (6) to get that (YN(t)) converges in distribution to a centered Gaussian process (G(t)),
with covariance matrix,
Cov(G(t),G(r)) =
∫ t∧r
0
Φ(t,u)Σ(x(u)) tΦ(r,u)du. (14)
The rigorous proof that (YN(t)) converges in distribution to (G(t)) in the case where the
(αl(.))l just satisfy (H1) and (H2) is surprisingly difficult. Moreover, the Poisson decom-
position (6) can no longer be used for the time-dependent processes that we consider in the
next section. Hence, we prove the diffusion approximation for non homogeneous systems
using convergence theorems for semimartingales under the assumption:
(H1)’: ∀l ∈ E−, sup
y∈[0,1]
‖√N ( 1N αl([Ny])−βl(y))‖ −→N→∞ 0.
Some details along with a generalization are given in Appendix 6.2. Note that condition
(H1)’ does not seem to ensure that ‖AN−BN ‖= o(1/N) (where
√
N has to be replaced by
N). But the proof given in the appendix, which is more precise, requires only (H1)’.
Let us now set the different links between these two limit processes. Although the “Cen-
tral Limit Theorem” and the generator expansion approach result in two different limiting
processes, the theory of random pertubations of dynamical systems (or the stochastic Tay-
lor expansion of the diffusion, Freidlin and Wentzell [1978]; Azencott [1982]) clarifies the
link between the Gaussian process (G(t)) defined in (14) and the diffusion process (XN(t))
defined in (12). Indeed, setting ε = 1/√N, the paths XN(.) satisfy,
XN(t) = Xε(t) = z(t)+ εg(t)+ εRε(t), (15)
where supt≤T ‖ εRε(t) ‖→ 0 in probability as ε → 0, and where z(t),g(t) are defined as
follows. The function z(t) satisfies the ODE dzdt = b(z(t))dt ; z(0) = x0.
Therefore this is precisely the previous solution x(t). The process g(t) satisfies the stochas-
tic differential equation
dg(t) = ∇b(x(t))g(t)dt+σ(x(t))dB(t) ; g(0) = 0.
This SDE can be solved explicitely, and its solution is the process
g(t) =
∫ t
0
Φ(t,s)σ(x(s))dB(s).
Hence, g(t) is a centered Gaussian process having the same covariance matrix as the Gaus-
sian process G defined in (14).
For statistical purposes, this result is very useful. Indeed, it was the starting point of the
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results in Guy et al [2014].
We can summarize the approximation of our epidemic diffusion model for statistical pur-
poses in the following algorithm. From now on, (αl) and the derived functions will depend
on parameters (θ ).
Step 1: Write all the mechanistic transitions between states and their respective intensities
(functions αl).
Step 2: Compute associated functions βl derived from (H1).
Step 3: Compute functions b(θ ,y) and Σ(θ ,y) (defined in (7) and (11) respectively) from
βl.
2.3 Building the diffusion approximation for the SIR epidemic model
We consider the simple SIR model defined in Section 1 through the bidimensional continuous-
time Markov jump process ZN(t). Following the three-step algorithm introduced above, we
build the associated SIR diffusion process.
Step 1: The process ZN(t) has the state space {0, . . . ,N}2 and the jumps l are (−1,1)
and (0,−1). The transition rates are respectively
q(S,I),(S−1,I+1) = λS IN = α(−1,1)(S, I) and q(S,I),(S,I−1) = γI = α(0,−1)(S, I).
Step 2: Let y = (s, i) ∈ [0,1]2 and the parameter θ = (λ ,γ) . Then,
1
N α(−1,1)([Ny]) =
1
N
λ
N [Ns][Ni] −→N→+∞ β(−1,1)(s, i) = λ si ;
1
N α(0,−1)([Ny]) =
1
N γ[Ni] −→N→+∞ β(0,−1)(s, i) = γi.
(H1)-(H2) are satisfied.
Step 3: Function b(θ ,y) defined in (7) is then
b((λ ,γ),(s, i)) = λ si
(−1
1
)
+ γi
(
0
−1
)
=
( −λ si
λ si− γi
)
.
The diffusion matrix Σ(θ ,y) defined in (11) writes as
Σ((λ ,γ),(s, i)) = λ si
(−1
1
)(−1 1)+ γi( 0−1
)(
0 −1)= ( λ si −λ si−λ si λ si+ γi
)
.
Assume that (S0N ,
I0
N ) −→N→+∞ (s0, i0) = x0, and let σ(θ ,y) be a square root of Σ(θ ,y)
and (B(t) = t(B1(t),B2(t)) denote a standard two-dimensional Brownian motion. Then,
setting σ(θ ,(s, i)) =
( √
λ si 0
−
√
λ si √γi
)
yields that XN(t) =
(
SN(t)
IN(t)
)
satisfies XN(0) = x0
and{
dSN(t) =−λSN(t)IN(t)dt+ 1√N
√
λSN(t)IN(t)dB1(t)
dIN(t) = (λSN(t)IN(t)− γIN(t))dt− 1√N
(√
λSN(t)IN(t)dB1(t)−
√
γIN(t)dB2(t)
)
.
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2.4 The diffusion approximation for the non autonomous case: the
SIRS model with seasonal forcing
While the SIR model is suited for studying a single outbreak, it is not appropriate for de-
scribing recurrent epidemics. In order to reproduce a series of outbreaks, we need to com-
pensate the depletion of susceptibles by other mechanisms, such as demography (with birth
and death rates equal to µ for a stable population of size N) and/or reinsertion of removed
individuals into S compartment (as a consequence of immunity waning, after, on average,
1/δ time). This leads to the SIRS model. We also add a new term to the transition S → I
that writes now as (S, I)
λ (t)
N S(I+Nη)−→ (S−1, I +1). This modification is introduced in order
to avoid extinction, more likely to occur when simulating recurrent epidemics based on
Markov jump process. The new term can be interpreted as constant immigration flow at
rate η in the infected class.
The diffusion approximation of this model obtained according to the scheme introduced in
Section 2.2 is:
Steps 1 & 2: (S, I)
λ
N S(I+Nη)−→ (S−1, I+1)⇒ β(−1,1)(s, i) = λ s(i+η),
(S, I) (γ+µ)I−→ (S, I−1)⇒ β(0,−1)(s, i) = (γ +µ)i,
(S, I) µS−→ (S−1, I) ⇒ β(−1,0)(s, i) = µs and
(S, I) µN+δ (N−S−I)−→ (S+1, I) ⇒ β(1,0)(s, i) = µ +δ (1− s− i).
We can notice that in the SIRS population dynamics with multiple epidemic waves, the
proportion of infected individuals (the signal) is generally low (∼ 10−3). Consequently, in
order to obtain a satisfying ratio (greater than 1) between signal and noise, it is necessary
to consider large populations (N ∼ 106), since the noise has an order of 1/√N.
Although able to describe more than one epidemic wave, it is well known that the SIRS
model leads to a function b(y) and its associated ODE solution (s(t), i(t)), for which oscil-
lations vanish (Keeling and Rohani [2011], Chapter 5) as t → ∞ (and so does the diffusion,
Figure 1).
To overcome this problem, a natural assumption to be considered is that the transmis-
sion is seasonal. Mathematically, this leads to a time non homogeneous transmission rate,
expressed under a periodic form
λ (t) := λ0(1+λ1sin(2pit/Tper)) (16)
where λ0 is the baseline transition rate, λ1 the intensity of the seasonal effect on transmis-
sion and Tper the period of the seasonal trend (see Keeling and Rohani [2011], Chapter 5).
These transition rates define a time-inhomogeneous Markov jump process, for which the
martingale problem is solved by means of an extended generator (Ethier and Kurtz [2005],
Chapter 4, Section 7). However, these authors studied diffusion and Gaussian approxi-
mations of Markov jump processes only in the case of time homogeneous transition rates.
Using that density dependent Markov processes can be viewed as semimartingales with
10
Figure 1: Proportion of infected individuals over time for the diffusion approximation
(blue) and the corresponding ODEs (black) of the SIRS model with N = 107, Tper = 365,
µ = 1/(50×Tper), η = 10−6, (s0, i0) = (0.7,10−4) and (λ0,γ,δ ) = (0.5,1/3,1/(2×365)),
without seasonality, λ1 = 0 (a) and with seasonality, λ1 = 0.02 (b).
specific characteristics, we studied the limit processes with another approach, based on
convergence theorems for semimartigales (Jacod and Shiryaev [1987]). (see Appendix 6.2
for details).
Assumptions (H1), (H2), (H1)’ are modified as follows:
(H1t): ∀(l, t,y) ∈ E−× [0,T ]× [0,1]p, 1N αl(t, [Ny]) −→N→+∞ βl(t,y),
(H2t): ∀l ∈ E−, βl(., .) ∈C2([0,T ]× [0,1]p).
(H1t)’: ∀l ∈ E−, sup
y∈[0,1],t∈[0,T ]
‖√N ( 1N αl(t, [Ny])−βl(t,y))‖ −→N→∞ 0.
The new system obtained is still of dimension 2 (assuming a constant population size) with
four transitions for the corresponding Markov jump process. The procedure introduced in
Section 2.2 can be generalized to time dependent models:
Step 1: (S, I)
λ (t)
N S(I+Nη)−→ (S−1, I+1),
(S, I) µS−→ (S−1, I),
(S, I) (γ+µ)I−→ (S, I−1), and
(S, I) µN+δ (N−S−I)−→ (S+1, I).
Step 2: The rate of the first transition writes as
1
N α(−1,1)(t,S, I) = λ (t) SN
I+Nη
N −→N→+∞ β(−1,1)(t,(s, i)) = λ (t)s(i+η).
Since the time dependence satisfies αl(t,k) = λ (t)α ′l(k), and since only a space normaliza-
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tion is applied, the generic results from Section 2.2 still hold by replacing functions βl(y)
with βl(t,y). The three other transitions are identical to those of the SIRS model without
seasonality.
Step 3: Hence, for θ = (λ0,λ1,γ,δ ,η,µ), we obtain the drift term and diffusion matrix
as:
b(t,θ ,y) = λ (t)s(i+η)
(−1
1
)
+(γ +µ)i
(
0
−1
)
+(µ +δ (1− s− i))
(
1
0
)
+µs
(−1
0
)
=
(−λ (t)s(i+η)+δ (1− s− i)+µ(1− s)
λ (t)s(i+η)− (γ +µ)i
)
=
(
b1(t,θ ,y)
b2(t,θ ,y)
)
,
Σ(t,θ ,y) = λ (t)s(i+η)
(−1
1
)(−1 1)+(γ +µ)i( 0−1
)(
0 −1)
+(µ +δ (1− s− i))
(
1
0
)(
1 0
)
+µs
(−1
0
)(−1 0)
=
(
λ (t)s(i+η)+δ (1− s− i)+µ(1+ s) −λ (t)s(i+η)
−λ (t)s(i+η) λ (t)s(i+η)+(γ +µ)i
) .
The Cholesky decomposition yields for y = (s, i),
σ(t,θ ,y) =
(
σ1,1(t,θ ,y) 0
σ2,1(t,θ ,y) σ2,2(t,θ ,y)
)
with
σ1,1(t,θ ,y) =
√
λ (t)s(i+η)+δ (1− s− i)+µ(1+ s),
σ2,1(t,θ ,y) =−
√
λ (t)s(i+η)
λ (t)s(i+η)+δ (1−s−i)+µ(1+s) and
σ2,2(t,θ ,y) =
√
λ (t)(γ+µ)si(i+η)+λ (t)s(i+η)(δ (1−s−i)+µ(1−s))+(γ+µ)i(δ (1−si)+µ(1+s))
λ (t)s(i+η)+δ (1−s−i)+µ(1+s) .
Finally, we get the diffusion XN(t) = (SN(t), IN(t)) starting from XN(0) = (s0, i0),

dSN(t) = b1(t,θ ;SN(t), IN(t))+ 1√N σ1,1(t,θ ;SN (t), IN(t))dB1(t)
dIN(t) = b2(t,θ ;SN(t), IN(t))+ 1√N σ2,1(t,θ ;SN (t), IN(t))dB1(t)+
1√
N σ2,2(t,θ ;SN (t), IN(t))dB2(t).
(17)
3 Minimum contrast estimators for diffusion processes
The statistical inference for continuously observed diffusion processes on a finite interval
is based on the likelihood of the diffusion and obtained using the Girsanov formula (see
e.g. Lipster and Shiryaev [2001] for the asymptotics T → ∞ and Kutoyants [1984] in the
asymptotics of small diffusion coefficient ε → 0). Discretely observed diffusion processes
are discrete time Markov processes and thus their likelihood depends on the transition den-
sities of the diffusion pθ (tk−1, tk;x,dy) = Pθ (X(tk) ∈ [y,y+ dy]/X(tk−1) = x). Since the
dependence with respect to the parameters θ of these transition densities is not explicit,
the likelihood is untractable and other approaches have been proposed. This situation often
occurs for stochastic processes, and other processes than the likelihood can be used to esti-
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mate parameters. These processes can be good approximations of the likelihood or can be
completely different. For independent random variables, the estimators obtained with such
approaches are called M-estimators (see van der Vaart [2000]). For stochastic processes,
the processes used instead of the likelihood are often called Contrast processes with asso-
ciated Minimum contrast estimators. They have to satisfy a series of conditions to lead to
good estimators. Contrary to the i.i.d. parametric set-up, there is no well recognized ter-
minology to name these estimators, and we have adopted here the terminology of contrast
processes and minimum contrast estimators.
In a previous work [Guy et al, 2014] we developed a parametric inference approach for
discretely observed multidimensional diffusions with small diffusion coefficient ε = 1/
√
N
(for N large). The diffusion is observed on interval [0,T ] at times tk = k∆, for k = 1, ..,n
(T = n∆). We provided minimum contrast estimators with good properties: consistent and
asymptotically normal for both drift and diffusion parameters for small sampling interval
and for drift parameters in the case of fixed sampling interval. Let us stress that, for general
diffusions with small diffusion coefficient observed on a fixed time interval, two different
asymptotics can be considered. The first one corresponds to the small diffusion asymptotics
(ε = 1/√N → 0 ⇔ N →+∞) and the second one corresponds to the sampling interval go-
ing to zero (∆ = ∆n → 0 ⇔ n → +∞). When the two asymptotics occur simultaneously,
the rates of convergence of parameters in the drift and diffusion coefficient differ: drift pa-
rameters at rate ε−1 and diffusion parameters at rate
√
n. Consequently, for small sampling
interval and for diffusion approximations where the same parameter θ is present in the drift
and diffusion coefficients simultaneously, we can choose the most efficient rate to estimate
this parameter. Here, we introduce a new variant of the contrast of Guy et al [2014] (Sec-
tion 3.3.1). This contrast is developed for the special case where the parameters of drift
and diffusion terms are identical in the asymptotics N → +∞ and for n fixed. All these
characteristics fit well the epidemic framework (e.g. large population size and limited num-
ber of observations). The new constrast improves the non asymptotic accuracy of related
estimators while preserving their asymptotic properties.
3.1 The main lines of the inference method
From now on, we assume that the parameter set Θ is a compact subset of Rm, and that the
true value of the parameter θ0 belongs to ˚Θ.
As stated in previous sections, only the computation of functions b and Σ is required to build
the approximation diffusion (12) of the Markov jump process. These two functions allow
building a family of contrast processes for discrete observations at times tk,k ∈ {0, ..,n}.
Using (7),(8),(13), leads to xθ (t), b(θ ,x(t)), the resolvent matrix Φθ , and the Gaussian pro-
cess gθ (t) as the limit of
√
N(ZN(t)− xθ (t)). Then, we can state the fundamental property
of our contrast approach. The Gaussian process gθ satisfies:
gθ (tk) = Φθ (tk, tk−1)gθ (tk−1)+
√
∆V θk , (18)
with (V θk )k a sequence of n independent centered Gaussian vectors with bounded covariance
matrix, and ∆ = T/n the sampling interval. The sequence (V θk ) being independent, we can
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compute its likelihood and derive a contrast process for the diffusion.
For this, let us define the function Ak(θ ,(Xtk)k∈{0,..,n}) = Ak(θ) for the diffusion (XN(t)) at
time points (tk)k∈{0,..,n},
Ak(θ) = Xtk − xθ (tk)−Φθ (tk, tk−1)
[
Xtk−1 − xθ (tk−1)
]
. (19)
Let us also introduce the matrix Sθk , corresponding to the covariance matrix of the family
(V θk ) as
Sθk =
1
∆
∫ tk
tk−1
Φθ (tk,u)Σ(θ ,xθ(u)) tΦθ (tk,u)du.
This leads to the construction of the contrast process UN and the associated estimator ˆθN:
UN(θ ,(Xtk)k∈{0,..,n}) =
n
∑
k=1
[
1
N
log
(
det
(
Sθk
))
+
1
∆
tAk(θ)
(
Sθk
)−1
Ak(θ)
]
,
ˆθN = argmin
θ∈Θ
UN(θ ,(Xtk)k∈{0,..,n}).
(20)
In this contrast process, Ak(θ) can be interpreted as an error function between observa-
tions and the deterministic trajectory associated to the parameter θ at time tk, incorporat-
ing the propagation of the error at time tk−1, and Sθk as a corrective weight matrix. The
contrast (20) is a modified version of a contrast proposed in our previous work (Section
3.3.1 of Guy et al [2014]). The main improvement is provided by the additional term
1
N log
(
det
(
Sθk
))
in (20) which corrects a non asymptotic bias of ˆθN (noticed in simula-
tions presented in Guy et al [2014]), while preserving its asymptotic properties as N → ∞
and n fixed. Since
n
∑
k=1
1
N
log
(
det
(
Sθk
))
is a finite sum of bounded terms, it will tend to 0
as N → ∞. According to Proposition 3.2 in Guy et al [2014], ˆθN is consistent and asymp-
totically normal:√
N
(
ˆθN −θ0
) L−→Nm (0, I−1(n,θ0)) where
I(n,θ0) =
(
n
∑
k=1
Dk,i
(
Sθ0k
)−1
tDk, j
)
1≤i, j≤m
with Dk,i =−∂xθ (tk)∂θi (θ0)+Φθ (tk, tk−1)
∂xθ (tk−1)
∂θi (θ0).
It is important to point out that the above results are still valid for any number of observa-
tions n. As n increases, the asymptotic information I(n,θ0) increases (and consequently the
width of confidence intervals decreases) towards the efficient bound corresponding to the
continuous observation of the diffusion on [0,T ] for parameters in the drift functions:
I(n,θ0)−→
n→∞ Ib(θ0)=
(
1
T
∫ T
0
∂b(θ ,xθ (t))
∂θi
(θ0)Σ−1(θ0,xθ0(t))
t∂b(θ ,xθ (t))
∂θ j
(θ0)dt
)
1≤i, j≤m
.
Remark 2 For irregular sampling interval, ˆθN will still keep its properties (see Appendix
6.3 for more details). This aspect has practical implications since it can be used in various
observed designs of epidemics: for instance, many data points could be recorded in the
early phase of the epidemic and much less in the second phase.
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3.2 Case of time dependence
As stated in Section 2.4, the diffusion approximation holds for time non homogeneous
Markov jump processes. This leads to drift and diffusion functions b and Σ which are
time dependent. Although the results obtained in Guy et al [2014] were proved only for au-
tonomous diffusions dXN(t)= b(θ ,XN(t))dt+ 1√N σ(θ ,XN(t))dBt,x0 ∈Rp, they can extend
to time dependent diffusion processes. Previous quantities need to be modified by replacing
each occurrence of b(θ ,xθ (t)), Σ(θ ,xθ (t)) and σ(θ ,xθ (t)) by b(t,θ ,xθ(t)), Σ(t,θ ,xθ(t))
and σ(t,θ ,xθ(t)). The estimates of SIRS model parameters are obtained using this new
framework (Section 4.2). Additional technical details are provided in Appendix 6.3.
4 Simulation study
The inference method proposed in this study is assessed on simulated data. Two different
epidemic models, the SIR and the SIRS with time-dependent transmission rate and demog-
raphy, described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively, are considered. Simulations are based
on the algorithm of Gillespie [1977] for the SIR model and on the τ-leap method (Cao et al
[2005]), more efficient for large populations, for the SIRS model. The accuracy of our min-
imum contrast estimators is investigated with respect to the population size N, the number
of observations n, the parameter values and the model generating the data (Markov jump
process and diffusion process). Only non extinct trajectories are considered for inference.
An ad-hoc criterion (final epidemic size larger than 5% of the number of initial suscepti-
bles) is chosen to define non extinction. For each set of parameter values, point contrast
estimates (CE), theoretical confidence intervals (CIth) and empirical ones (CIemp, built on
1000 runs) are provided. Moreover, the intrinsic limits of the method are investigated by
comparing CIth for different values of n, other parameters being fixed, with the theoretical
variance co-variance matrix when n→ ∞.
The first finding is that no relevant bias can be imputed to the model underlying the simula-
tions, when comparing CEs on data simulated under Markov jump and diffusion processes.
Therefore, all the subsequent investigations were performed based on simulated trajectories
with the Markov jump process. To facilitate the visual comparison of theoretical ellipsoids,
they are all centered on the true parameter values for each scenario. Additionally, as CIemp
are very tight around point estimators, they are not represented on figures.
4.1 The SIR model
From now on, we consider the parameters of interest for epidemics: the basic reproduction
number, R0 = λγ , which represents the average number of secondary cases generated by
one infectious in a completely susceptible population, and the average infectious duration,
d = 1γ . The performances of our CEs were evaluated for several parameter values. For each
combination of parameters, the analytical maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), calculated
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from the observation of all the jumps of the Markov process, was taken as reference.
Parameter Description Values
R0 basic reproduction number 1.5, 3
d infectious period 3, 7 days
T (1) final time of observation 20, 40, 45, 100 days
N population size 400, 1000, 10000
n number of observations 5, 10, 20, 40, 45, 100
Table 1: Range of parameters for the SIR model defined in Section 2.3. (1): T is chosen as
the time point where the corresponding deterministic trajectory passes below the threshold
of 1/100.
Figure 2: Point estimators (+) built as averages over 1000 independent simulated trajec-
tories and their associated theoretical confidence ellipsoids for the SIR model: MLE with
complete observations (red), CE for 1 obs/day, n = 40 (blue) and CE for n = 10 (black).
Four scenarios are illustrated: (R0,d,T ) = {(1.5,3,40);(1.5,7,100);(5,3,20);(5,7,45)},
with N = 1000. True parameter values are located at the intersection of horizontal and
vertical dotted lines.
a
As a general remark, we can say that the magnitude of the stochasticity of the sample path
of IN(t) depends on the value of R0: for small R0 the proportion of infected individuals in
the population is smaller and so is the ratio signal over noise.
Figure 2 illustrates the accuracy of the CEs for a moderate population size N = 1000 and
from trajectories with weak (R0 = 5) and strong (R0 = 1.5) stochasticity. First, we can
notice that there is a non negligible correlation between parameters R0 and d (ellipsoids
are deviated with respect to the Ox and Oy axes), increasing with d and decreasing with
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Figure 3: Zoom of Figure 2 for (R0,d,T ) = (1.5,3,40) with an additional theoretical con-
fidence ellipsoid corresponding to n = 2000 (purple).
R0, even for the MLE. Second, the shape of confidence ellipsoids (and consequently the
projection on Ox and Oy axes with the largest CIth among R0 and d) depends on parame-
ter values: e.g. CIth is larger for R0 than for d when R0 = 5, whereas the opposite occurs
for R0 = 1.5. Third, for R0 = 5 (i.e. for trajectories with weak stochasticity), all the CIth
are very close (especially those of MLE and CE for 1 obs/day), suggesting that there is no
loss in estimation accuracy as expected for smooth trajectories, even when not all jumps
are observed. This does not stand for R0 = 1.5 when trajectories are very noisy (Figure
3): the shape of ellipsoids and their relative positions vary with n. More specifically, for
these trajectories, a large number of discretized observations (n = 2000 which corresponds
to the maximum number of possible jumps for N = 1000 SIR dynamic with two types of
transitions) does not compensate the loss of information compared to the case where all
dates of jumps are observed. Finally, point values for MLE and CE calculated for different
n are very similar, which recommends the use of our CEs when only a small number of
observations are available.
a
Figure 4 shows that the width of confidence intervals, when projecting on Ox and Oy axes,
decreases with respect to
√
N, whereas the correlation is not impacted by N. For a given
value of population size N, confidence ellipsoids are relatively close except for the case of
very few observations (e.g. n = 5). For the case N = 400, the MLE is biased, mostly due to
the strong variability in the trajectories. An explanation of this behavior lies in the fact that
the MLE is optimal when data represent a ”typical” realization of the Markov process, but
could exhibit a bias when observations are far from the mean. This does not seem to occur
when using our CEs. Although our method was introduced for large populations, it proves
to be quite robust w.r.t. highly variable sample paths (obtained either for small N or small
R0).
We can see on Figure 5 that even if on a large number of trajectories the asymptotic prop-
erties of MLE and CEs are very similar, for a particular trajectory, the estimation accuracy
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may be different. Beyond the intrinsic variability of point estimates, this can also be viewed
as a consequence of the form of functions Ak(θ). Indeed, they are more sensitive to vari-
ation in slope of the difference between deterministic trajectory and data than the classical
least square distance.
Remark 3 The robustness of estimations to the misspecification of N is an interesting point
since the population size can be inaccurately known in practice. Assume that the true size
of the population is N and that the wrong value N′ has been used instead. Starting from
the numbers of susceptible and infected individuals, we normalize by 1/N′ these quantities
and then build the estimators. For the SIR model, we still obtain the right estimator for d,
while R0 is no longer consistently estimated. Our procedure estimates instead the quantity
R0N/N′. This would also occur with estimation based on the ODE, while estimators based
on all the jumps of (S(t), I(t)) would not exhibit this bias.
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Figure 4: Several simulated trajectories of the proportion of infected individuals over time
using the SIR Markov jump process (top panels). Average point estimators (+) over 1000
independent simulated trajectories (same model) and their associated theoretical confidence
ellipsoids (bottom panels): MLE with complete observations (red), CE for 1 obs/day, n= 40
(blue), CE for n = 10 (black) and CE for n = 5 (green) for (R0,d) = (1.5,3) and N =
{400,1000,10000} (from left to right). True parameter values are located at the intersection
of horizontal and vertical dotted lines.
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Figure 5: One simulated trajectory of the SIR Markov jump process representing the sim-
ulated data (black line with crosses). Associated deterministic trajectories obtained with:
the true parameter values, (R0,d) = (1.5,3) (dotted black line), the MLE with complete
observations (1.46, 2.96) (red) and the CE (1.56, 2.91) (blue).
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4.2 The SIRS model
For the SIRS model describing recurrent outbreaks and defined in Section 2.4, four pa-
rameters were estimated: in addition to R0 and d, λ1 and δ were assessed (the latter ones
were replaced in estimations, for numerical reasons, by 10× λ1 and 1/δTper). Demo-
graphic parameter µ was fixed to 1/50 years−1, a value usually considered in epidemic
models, Tper was taken equal to 365 days and η = 10−6, which corresponds to 10 indi-
viduals in a population size of N = 107 . The large value of N considered allows a suffi-
cient pool of susceptible and infected individuals at the end of each outbreak for the epi-
demic to restart in the next season. Our CEs were assessed on trajectories obtained for
(R0,d,λ1,δ ) = {(1.5,3,0.05,2),(1.5,3,0.15,2)} and T = 20 years. The two scenarios cor-
respond to λ1 respectively smaller and larger than the bifurcation point of the corresponding
ODE system (see Keeling and Rohani [2011], Chapter 5.1, for more details on the bifurca-
tion diagram of the SIRS deterministic model). For numerical scenarios considered, the
bifurcation value for λ1 is around 0.07. However the qualitative pattern of epidemic dy-
namics (from annual to multiannual epidemics) also depends on the remaining parameter
values (in particular, η seems to have an important impact). As depicted in Figure 6, for
λ1 = 0.05 the proportion of infectives exhibits oscillations which are roughly annual and of
constant amplitude, whereas for λ1 = 0.15 dynamics are biennial. Numerically, the scenar-
ios considered have the characteristics of influenza seasonal outbreaks. According to results
in Figure 7, illustrating different projections of the four-dimensional theoretical confidence
ellipsoid, almost no correlation is noticed between estimators, except for R0 and λ1 after
bifurcation. Moreover, the accuracy of estimation is relatively high, regardless to the pa-
rameter. Interestingly, disposing of 1 obs/day (which can be considered as a practical limit
of data availability) leads to an accuracy almost identical to the one corresponding to a com-
plete observation of the epidemic process (blue and red ellipsoids respectively in Figure 7).
Estimations based on 1 obs/week provide less but still reasonably accurate estimations.
The width of CIth are similar for the two scenarios tested except for the parameter λ1 (Figure
7 for λ1 = 0.15 and Figure S1 for λ1 = 0.05). However, correlation between parameters
(mainly (R0,λ1) and (d,1/δTper)) may vary according to the value of λ1. The shape of
the ellipsoid for (d,1/δTper) is also slightly different between the values tested and an
SIRS model without seasonality (see electronic supplementary material, Figure 7, Figure
S1 and Figure S2). This can be partly explained by qualitative differences in corresponding
deterministic dynamics of infected individuals. Finally, here again, one observation per day
leads to remarkably accurate estimations.
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Figure 6: Deterministic (black) and Markov jump process (blue) trajectories of the SIRS
model with demography and seasonality in transmission. Proportion of infected individuals
over time for N = 107, (s0, i0) = (0.7;10−4) η = 10−6, µ = 150 , (R0,d, 1δTper ) = (1.5,3,2),
and (a) λ1 = 0.05 and (b) λ1 = 0.15.
Figure 7: Point estimators (+) built as averages over 1000 independent simulated trajecto-
ries and their associated theoretical confidence ellipsoids for the SIRS model with demog-
raphy and seasonal forcing in transmission: CE for 1 obs/day (blue) and for n = 1 obs/week
(black) for (R0,d,λ1,δ ) = (1.5,3,0.15,2), T = 20 years and N = 107. Asymptotic confi-
dence ellipsoid (n→ ∞) is also represented (red). True parameter values are located at the
intersection of horizontal and vertical dotted lines.
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5 Conclusion
In this study we provided first a rigorous and easy to implement three-step method for
elaborating the diffusion approximation of Markov jump processes describing epidemic
spread. Then, we developed a contrast-based inference method for parameters of epidemic
models represented by diffusion processes, when all the coordinates of the system are dis-
cretely observed. The elaboration of the diffusion approximation builded on results of
Ethier and Kurtz [2005], but using a different technique as their time changed Poisson rep-
resentation. Namely, we showed that the jump process and the diffusion both converge
towards the same Gaussian process. Since our generalization encompasses time inho-
mogeneous systems, it allows handling complex epidemic models, particularly those with
time-dependent transition rates. Our estimators have good properties for asymptotics corre-
sponding to realistic situations in epidemiology, especially for large populations and limited
number of observations. We also showed that a correction term introduced in the contrast
function theoretically improved the non asymptotic accuracy of the estimators while pre-
serving their asymptotic properties. In addition, we proved that our estimators were well
fitted for models including both time homogeneous and non homogeneous transition rates.
Performances of our estimators and their robustness with respect to parameter values were
investigated on simulated data. The estimation accuracy depends on the variablity of tra-
jectories (impacted by the population size and the basic reproductive number). However,
even for noisy dynamics, our estimators behave noticeably well for realistic scenarios: one
observation per day allows obtaining an accuracy close to that of the estimator for complete
data (continuous observation).
These promising findings lay the foundations of an inference method for partially (in time
and state space) observed epidemic data, a more realistic scenario. The main interest of our
method, developed for time discrete observations (partial in time) of a continuous process is
the fact that it is mostly an analytic approach, requiring only the classical optimization steps.
It should be viewed as a complementary approach to the powerful current inference tech-
niques for partially observed processes, which necessitate computer intensive simulations
for data completion and numerous tuning parameters to be adjusted. Indeed, our method
can provide first estimations to initialize these algorithms, which, in turn, can tackle more
sophisticated epidemic models.
6 Appendix
6.1 Time changed Poisson process representation of a Markov jump
process
First, the process satisfying (4) is obtained recursively as follows. Let Z0(t)≡ Z(0) and set
Z1(t) = Z(0)+∑l∈Zp l Pl
(∫ t
0 αl(Z0(u))du
)
. For k > 1, define
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Zk(t) = Z(0)+∑l∈Zp l Pl(
∫ t
0 αl(Zk−1(u))du). Then, if τk is the kth jump of Zk(t),
Zk(t) = Zk−1(t) for t < τk. The process Z(t) = lim
k→∞
Zk(t) exists and satisfies (4).
Second, a characterization of these random time changed processes is mainly based on the
property: given a positive measurable function η : E → (0,+∞) and a Markov process Y (.)
such that
∫
∞
0
du
η(Y (u)) = ∞ a.s., one can define the random time change τ(t) by
∫ τ(t)
0
du
η(Y (u)) =
t ⇐⇒ τ˙(t) = η(Y (τ(t)). The process R(t) defined as R(t) := Y (τ(t)) satisfies the equation
R(t) = Y (
∫ t
0 η(R(u))du). Moreover, if A is the generator of Y (.), the generator of R(t) is
equal to ηA. Now, if (Y (t)) is the Poisson process Pl(t) with rate 1 (generator A f (k) =
f (k + 1)− f (k)), and η(.) = αl(.), the process Zl(t) = Pl(τl(t)) has generator Al f (k) =
αl(k)( f (k+1)− f (k)) and satisfies, Zl(t)=Pl(
∫ t
0 αl(Zl(s))ds). This allows to prove that the
solution of (4) has the generator A f (k) = ∑l∈Zp αl(k)( f (k+ l)− f (k)) = α(k)∑l∈Zp( f (k+
l)− f (k))αl(k)α(k) . We identify this generator as the one of (Z(t)) defined by (2).
6.2 Diffusion approximation for non-homogeneous Markov jump pro-
cesses
We extend the approximation results from Ethier and Kurtz [2005] to the time dependent
case. Their approach consists in using a Poisson time changed representation of the Markov
jump process, a Brownian motion time changed representation of the diffusion process, and
to compare them with an appropriate theorem from Komlo´s et al [1976]. The extension of
the proof of Ethier and Kurtz [2005] detailed in Appendix 6.1 relies on the existence of (4)
for time dependent Markov processes. The main problem is that the natural characteriza-
tion of the random time change stated in Appendix 6.1 now writes
∫ τ(t)
0
du
η(τ−1(u),Y (u)) = t,
and the time change becomes implicit. We rather use the general convergence results from
Jacod and Shiryaev [1987] to obtain the diffusion approximation.
We consider the pure Jump Markov process Z(t) with state space E = {0, ..,N}p and tran-
sitions rates qx,x+l(t) = αl(t,x). This process has for generator
At f (x) =
∫
Rp
Kt(x,dy)( f (x+ y)− f (x)) with the transition kernel
Kt(x,dy) = ∑
l∈E−
αl(t,x)δl(y) where δl is the Dirac measure at point l.
Within the framework developed by Jacod and Shiryaev [1987], it is a semimartingale with
a random jump measure integrating ‖ y ‖. So its characteristics in the sense of Definition
2.6 in Chapter II are (B,C,νt), where
1. B = (Bi(t))1≤i≤p is the predictable process, B(t) =
∫ t
0 b(s,Z(s))ds, with
b(s,x) =
∫
Rp
y Ks(x,dy) = ∑
l
lαl(s,x).
2. C = (C(t)) is the quadratic variation of the continuous martingale part of Z(t), C(t) =
(Ci, j(t))1≤i, j≤p. For a pure jump process, C(t)≡ 0 .
3. νt is the compensator of the jumps random measure of (Zt), νt(dt,dy)= dt Kt(Z(t),dy)=
dt ∑
l
αl(t,Z(t))δl(y).
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4. The quadratic variation of the p-dimensional martingale M(t) = Z(t)− B(t) is, for
1≤ i, j ≤ p,
[Mi j](t) =
∫ t
0
mi j(s)ds with mi j(s) =
∫
Rp
yi y j Ks(Z(s),dy) = ∑
l
li l jαl(s,Z(s))ds.
Consider now the sequence of normalized pure jump processes ZN(t) = Z(t)N indexed by N.
The state space of ZN is EN = {0, 1N , ..,1}p, its transition kernels are KNt (x,dy) = ∑
l∈E−
αl(t,Nx)δ l
N
(dy).
Hence, its characteristics are (BN,CNνNt ) with
1. BN(t) =
∫ t
0
bN(s,ZN(s))ds, with bN(s,x) = ∑
l
αl(s,Nx)
l
N
2. CN(t)≡ 0,
3.νNt (dt,dy) = dt KNt (ZN(t),dy) = dt ∑
l
αl(t,NZN(t))δ l
N
(y),
4. [MNi, j](t) =
∫ t
0
mNi j(s)ds , with mNi j(s) =
∫
Rp
yi y j KNs (Z(s),dy) = ∑
l
αl(s,NZN(s))
li
N
l j
N
.
Under (H1), (H2), recall that b(t,x) = ∑
l∈E−
lβl(t,x) and xx0(t) = x0 +
∫ t
0 b(s,xx0(s))ds.
We first prove the convergence of the process (ZN(t)) to xx0(t) (which has characteristics
(
∫ t
0
b(s,xx0(s))ds,0,0)) by applying Theorem 3.27 of Chapter IX in Jacod and Shiryaev
[1987]. We have to check the following conditions:
(i) ∀t ∈ [0,T ], sup
0≤s≤t
‖BN(t)−
∫ t
0
b(s,xx0(s))ds‖ −→N→∞ 0,
(ii) ∀t ∈ [0,T ], [MN](t)→ 0 in probability,
(iii) for all η > 0, lim
a→+∞limsupN
P
{∫ t
0
ds
∫
Rp
‖y‖21‖y‖>a(y)KNs (ZN(s),dy)> η
}
= 0,
(iv) ∀t ∈ [0,T ],
∫ t
0
ds
∫
Rp
y KNs (ZN(s),dy) −→N→∞ 0 in probability.
(v) ZN(0) −→
N→∞
x0 a.s.
Using (H1t), we obtain the uniform convergence of bN(t,x) −→
N→∞
b(t,x) and
[MNi j ](t) −→N→∞ 0 on [0,T ]× [0,1]
p
, which ensures conditions (i) and (ii). Condition (v) is
satisfied by assumption. Since
∫
Rp
‖y‖2KNs (x,dy) < ∞, (iii) is satisfied. Using now that∫
Rp
‖y‖KNs (x,dy) < ∞ yields (iv). Therefore, ZN(t)→ xx0(t) in distribution. Noting that
bN(t,x) and [M](t) converge uniformly towards b(t,x) and 0 respectively, and using that the
Skorokhod convergence coincides with the uniform convergence when the limit is continu-
ous, we get
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖ZN(s)− xx0(s)‖ −→N→∞ 0 in probability. (21)
It remains to study the process YN(t) =
√
N (ZN(t)− xx0(t)).
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For sake of clarity, we omit in the sequel the index x0 in xx0(t). The jumps of YN have size
l/
√
N, the transition kernel of the jumps random measure is ˜KNt (y,du) = ∑
l
αl(t,Nx(t)+
√
Ny)δ l√
N
(u), YN is a semimartingale with characteristics ( ˜BN, ˜CN, ν˜Nt )
1. ˜BN(t) =
∫ t
0
˜bN(s,YN(s))ds, with
˜bN(s,y) =
∫
Rp
u ˜KNs (y,du)−
√
N b(s,x(s)) = ∑
l
αl(s,Nx(s)+
√
Ny)
l√
N
−
√
N b(s,x(s)).
2. ˜CN(t) = 0.
3. ν˜Nt (dt,du) = dt ˜KNt (YN(t),du) = dt (∑
l
αl(s,Nx(t)+
√
NYN(t))δ l√
N
(u)).
4. [ ˜MNi j ](t)=
∫ t
0
m˜Ni j(s)ds, with m˜Ni j(s)=
∫
Rp
ui u j ˜KNs (YN(s),du)=∑
l
αl(s,Nx(s)+
√
NYN(s))
li√
N
l j√
N
.
Let us first study ˜BN(t). Using (H1) 1N αl(t,N(x(t)+ y√N )) = βl(t,x(t)+ y√N )+ rN(t), with
rN(t)→ 0, by (H2), βl(t, .) is differentiable and expanding βl(t, .) around x(t) yields
βl(t,x(t)+ y√N ) = βl(t,x(t))+
p
∑
1
yi√
N
∂βl
∂xi
(t,x(t))+
1√
N
r′N(t), with r′N(t)→ 0. Therefore
1√
N αl(t,N(x(t)+
y√
N )) =
√
Nβl(t,x(t))+
p
∑
i=1
yi
∂βl
∂xi
(t,x(t))+
√
NrN(t)+ r′N(t).
Hence, we need the additional assumption:
(H1t’) √N( 1N αl(t,Nx)−βl(t,x))→ 0 uniformly w.r.t. (t,x) ∈ [0,T ]× [0,1]p as N → ∞.
Then, ˜bN(t,y)→
p
∑
i=1
yi∑
l
l ∂βl∂xi (t,x(t)) =
p
∑
i=1
yi
∂b
∂xi
(t,x(t)) and
˜BN(t) =
∫ t
0
p
∑
i=1
∂b
∂xi
(s,x(s))YN(s)ds.
Therefore, [ ˜MNi j ](t)→
∫ t
0
Σi j(s,x(s))ds.Checking conditions (iii),(iv),(v) is straightforward.
Finally, we obtain that YN converges in distribution to the process Y (t)with continuous sam-
ple paths, predictable process
∫ t
0
∇b(s,x(s))Y(s)ds and quadratic variation
∫ t
0
Σi j(x(s))ds.
This is the diffusion process satisfying the SDE,
dY (t) = (∂bi∂x j
)i, j(t,x(t))Y(t)dt +σ(t,x(t))dB(t) ; Y (0) = 0,
where σ() satisfies σ(t,x) tσ(t,x) = Σ(t,x) and B(t) is a p-dimensinal Brownian motion.
This is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type SDE, which can be solved explicitely, leading to the
Gaussian process G(t) previously introduced.
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6.3 Extending the contrast approach (for non autonomous diffusion
processes and for non constant sampling intervals)
Here, we provide the main line for the extension of the results in Guy et al [2014] for
non autonomous diffusions and non constant sampling intervals. The complete proof is
omitted. The main point of the proof of Proposition 3.2 in Guy et al [2014] relies on
the relations (3.7) and (3.8) 1
ε
√
∆Ak(θ0) −→ε→0 V
θ0
k and
1
∆
∂Ak(θ )
∂θi −→ε→0 Dk,i(θ0). The proof of
these relations is based on Taylor stochastic expansion and the fundamental relation of
our contrast approach (18) . The Taylor stochastic expansion of the diffusion was con-
sidered in Freidlin and Wentzell [1978] only for autonomous models, but has been ex-
tended for time dependent processes by Azencott [1982] and consequently holds when
b and Σ are time dependent. Relation (18) is supported in the autonomous case by the
semi-group property of function Φθ which leads to an associated analytic expression of
gθ (t)=
∫ t
0
Φθ (t,s)σ(θ ,s)dBs. Since the semi-group property is stated for non-autonomous
cases in Cartan [1971], the extension is immediate.
For non constant sampling interval, the simple fact that relation (18) holds for any sequence
t0 < t1 < · · ·< tn ensures that the results of Proposition 3.2 in Guy et al [2014] hold.
Fig. S1 Point estimators (+) built as averages over 1000 independent simulated trajectories
and their associated theoretical confidence ellipsoids for the SIRS model with demogra-
phy and seasonal forcing in transmission: CE for 1 obs/day (blue) and for n = 1 obs/week
(black) for (R0,d,λ1,δ ) = (1.5,3,0.05,2), T = 20 years and N = 107. Asymptotic confi-
dence ellipsoid (n→ ∞) is also represented (red). True parameter values are located at the
intersection of horizontal and vertical dotted lines.
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Fig. S2 Point estimators (+) built as averages over 1000 independent simulated trajectories
and their associated theoretical confidence ellipsoids for the SIRS model with demography
and no seasonal forcing (λ1 = 0) in transmission: CE for 1 obs/day (blue) and for n = 1
obs/week (black) for (R0,d,δ ) = (1.5,3,2), T = 20 years and N = 107. Asymptotic confi-
dence ellipsoid (n→ ∞) is also represented (red). True parameter values are located at the
intersection of horizontal and vertical dotted lines.
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